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OSCILLATING SANDER TT3000KSM

€4 .100,00 (excl. VAT)

The TT3000KSM has a 3000 x 150 mm sanding belt that can be tilted 45 degrees, a separately driven
oscillator and a grooved infeed ruler for veneer sanding. The height of the worktop is adjustable (210 mm)

and an extraction outlet (80/100 mm) is provided on both sides.

SKU: RESB3000KSM
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The TT3000KSM has a very stable and strong machine frame that eliminates vibration. The sanding unit can be
tilted to 45 degrees. The height of the work surface is adjustable (210 mm) so that the 3000 x 150 mm sanding
belt is fully utilized. The machine is equipped with a contour table for sanding curves. It has a grooved infeed

ruler for veneer sanding and edge sanding on 1 side of the machine. The tension rollers are equipped with
springs to compensate for the stretching of the sanding belt. The sanding belt has grit 100 as a standard, but is

also available with grit 60, 80 and 150.

This machine has a unique advantage: by folding down the cast iron tables completely, you create a sanding
unit that is ideally suited to veneer sanding.

This machine is suitable for sanding wood, plastic and similar materials. An extraction output (80/100 mm) is
provided on both sides, so that the dust is optimally discharged. The front swivel wheels facilitate the
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adjustment of the height of the work table and the tilting of the sanding unit.

The oscillation of the sanding belt is driven by a separate motor.

 

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Motor sanding belt: 400 V / 4 HP
Motor oscillator: 400 V / 1/3 HP

Easy height adjustment (210 mm)
Oscillator driven by separate motor
Contour table for circular sanding

Tension rollers with springs to compensate for stretching of the sanding belt
Extraction outlet on both sides: 80 mm and 100 mm

Sanding belt can be tilted to 45 degrees
Belt speed: 20 m/sec

Adjustable in height and tiltable by means of swivel wheels

DESCRIPTION

The TT3000KSM has a very stable and strong machine frame that eliminates vibration. The sanding unit can be
tilted to 45 degrees. The height of the work surface is adjustable (210 mm) so that the 3000 x 150 mm sanding
belt is fully utilized. The machine is equipped with a contour table for sanding curves. It has a grooved infeed

ruler for veneer sanding and edge sanding on 1 side of the machine. The tension rollers are equipped with
springs to compensate for the stretching of the sanding belt. The sanding belt has grit 100 as a standard, but is

also available with grit 60, 80 and 150. This machine has a unique advantage: by folding down the cast iron
tables completely, you create a sanding unit that is ideally suited to veneer sanding. This machine is suitable

for sanding wood, plastic and similar materials. An extraction output (80/100 mm) is provided on both sides, so
that the dust is optimally discharged. The front swivel wheels facilitate the adjustment of the height of the work

table and the tilting of the sanding unit. The oscillation of the sanding belt is driven by a separate motor.    

No video available for this product!
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DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 400 kg

Dimensions 1800 × 900 × 1350 cm

Tilt 45°

Grain K60, K80, K100, K150

Worktable 330 x 330 mm, 960 x 350 mm

Sanding belt 3000 x 150 mm

Motor 0.33 HP, 4 HP

Voltage 400 V

Oscillating Yes

Belt speed 20 m/sec


